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1. IN~~DUCTI~N 
In a recent paper, Dore and Venni [5] have used imaginary powers of 
operators in connection with the problem of the closedness of the sum of 
two operators. Roughly speaking, if A and B are two commuting closed 
operators in a UMD-space, then their sum is closed provided that the 
following condition holds: 
The UMD-spaces are precisely the Banach spaces X for which the vector 
valued Hilbert transform is bounded in L2([w; X) [2, 33. In particular, the 
Hilbert spaces and Lp-spaces, 1~ p < co, are UMD-spaces. 
The growth condition (1.1) implies that the spectrum of A (resp. B) lies 
in a sector of “angle” oA (resp. me). 
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In [S], the question was raised whether the converse is true. The 
Example A below shows that this is not the case, even in a Hilbert space. 
However, in a Hilbert space, the conditions for the closedness of the sum 
can be weakened, as shown again by Dore and Venni [S]. Based on a 
characterization of the domain of fractional powers together with an earlier 
result of Da Prato and Grisvard [4], they proved the following result. 
If A’” is a c,-group of bounded operators (without any assumption on 
B’“), then A + B is closed provided that the sum of the “angles” mA and og 
is less than n. 
In Example B, we give two operators A and B in a Hilbert space which 
satisfy the “angle condition” such that A + B is not closed. This shows 
again that AiS and BiS are not c,-groups of bounded operators. Moreover 
this implies that some extra condition is needed for the closedness of the 
sum. 
In Section 2, we state the main results. 
In Section 3, we introduce the main tools for the examples, in particular 
the notion of spectral family [I, 63. 
In Section 4, we construct the Example A inspired by Example 5.10, 
p. 168, of Berkson and Gillespie [ 11. 
Finally, in Section 5, we give Example B. We are convinced that the 
method used in Sections 4 and 5 can lead to other examples. 
This work was done during a stay of the second author at the University 
of Lyon I. He thanks I.M.I. for its kind hospitality. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let (X, /I. 11) be a complex Banach space, and let A : D(A) c X + X be a 
closed and densely defined operator with domain D(A) and range R(A). As 
usual, we denote the resolvent set of A by p(A) and its spectrum by o(A). 
The operator A is called positive [S, 133 if 
(0 (-~,WP(~~ 
(ii) there exists A42 1 such that //(I-t t.4-*11 < A4, for every t > 0. 
In particular, if M= 1, then A is called m-accretiue. 
For 8 E [O, z), we define the sector CO as 
Z, := {zEC\(O}; (argzJ <S}. 
The operator A is said to be of type (0, M) [ 121, if there exist 0 < w < R 
and M> 1 such that 
(i) dA)c-Z,u (0); 
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(ii) for every 8 E [O, n-o), there exists M(0) z 1 with M(0) = M, 
such that (I(Z+ZA)~‘(I <M(8) for any ZEL’~. 
We recall that if the operator A is positive, then there exist 8 E (0, n) and 
M > 1 such that A is of type (0, M) [ 133. 
We also recall that if A is m-accretive, then A is of type (742, 1) [ 121. 
Moreover if A is of type (0, M) for some o E (0,7r/2) and M > 1, then -A 
generates an analytic semigroup on the space X. 
If A is a bounded positive operator with 0 E p(A), then the fractional 
powers of A denoted by A’ with z E C are usually defined by the Dunford 
integral 
where the contour Z does not meet ( - co, 0] and contains the spectrum of 
A. Then for z E @, AZ is a bounded operator satisfying the group property 
A” +zz = A”A’2 9 z,,z,~C, with A”=Z and A’=A 
The function z M A’ is also holomorphic. Moreover, one has the other 
representations of A’ [9], 
A=x = sin 7rz I 
- 
71 
z-*x-(1 +z)-‘A-lx+ 
I t’+‘(t+A)-’ A--lx& 0 
tz-‘(t+A)-’ Ax& for lRezl<l, z#O, (2.1) 
or equivalently 
AZX=sm7cz - z-lx-(1 +z)-‘A-‘x+(1 -z)-’ Ax 
. { n 
+I’ t=(l +t-‘A)-‘A-‘xdr 
0 
t-‘(1 +t-‘A-‘)-‘Axdt for IRezl < 1, z#O, (2.2) 
A’x=x. 
If the positive operator A satisfies only N(A) = (0) and R(A) dense in A’, 
then for every x E D(A) n R(A), which is dense in X, the function z I-+ A’x 
defined by (2.1) or (2.2) is holomorphic and satisfies the group property 
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Az’~Z*~=AZ1AzZ~=AZ’AZ2~ for every xeD(A2)nR(AZ) and [)Rez,(, 
IRe z21, JR+, + z2)l < 1 C91. 
For s E [w\(O), we say that AfS is bounded if the operator A’” defined by 
(2.1) (or (2.2)) is bounded on D(A) nR(A). Then it can be uniquely 
extended to X, as a bounded operator. 
Following Priil3 and Sohr [9], the operator A is said to belong to the 
class BZP(X, 0) for some BE [0, n) if: 
(i) A is positive; 
(ii) N(A)= (0) and R(A) dense in X; 
(iii) AiSe B(X) f or every so Iw and there exists M> 0 such that 
llA’“ll < Meelsl, s E R. 
In the case where A is positive, N(A) = (0) implies the density of R(A) 
in X if X is a reflexive Banach space (a Hilbert space, for example). 
It is proven in [9], that if A E BZZ’(X, 0) then A is of type (0, M) for 
some Ma 1. In Example A, we show in particular that the converse is not 
true even if the space X is a Hilbert space. 
EXAMPLE A, There exists an operator A in a Hilbert space which is of 
type (0, M) for some M> 1 and for all o E (0, rr) and such that the 
imaginary powers AiS are not bounded for all s E Iw\{O} .
Remark. It is known [9] that if an operator A in Hilbert space is of 
type (0, 1) for some w E (0, n) (it is m-accretive), then A E BZP(Zf, n/2). 
Let A and B be two positive operators in a Banch space (X, 11. II). The 
operators A and B are called resoluent commuting if (I+ tA)-’ and 
(I + sB) - ’ commute for some t and s > 0 (equivalently for all t and s > 0). 
Building upon results of Dore and Venni [5], Priil3 and Sohr [9] have 
proven that if Aie BZP(X, 0,), i= 1,2 with 8, # 0,, 0, + 0,~ rr, are 
resolvent commuting and if X is a UMD-space, then A, + A, E BZP(X, t9) 
where 6’ = max(0,, 0,). 
Da Prato and Grisvard [4] have proved that if Ai are of type (di, Mi), 
i= 1,2, 8, + 0, < rc, resolvent commuting (hence A, + A2 closable) then the 
closure of A, + A, is of type (0, M) with 8= max(B,, 0,) for some M> 1. 
Therefore a natural question is to know whether the sum of two 
operators A and B satisfying the assumptions of Da Prato and Grisvard in 
a UMD-space is closed. In the Hilbert space, Da Prato and Grisvard [4] 
gave a sufficient condition for this to be the case, namely if the interpola- 
tion spaces 0,(0,2) and D,.(B, 2) are equal for some 0~ (0, 1). For the 
definition of these spaces, we refer the reader to the original paper [4]. 
Since A + B is closed if and only if 1-t A + B is closed, we may assume 
without loss of generality that 0 E p(A) and OE p(B). Under these assump- 
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tions Dore and Venni [5, p. 1941, have shown that if the imaginary powers 
AiS are uniformly bounded for s E [ - 1, 11, then A + B is closed. 
We have: 
EXAMPLE B. There exist two resolvent commuting operators A and B in 
a Hilbert space which are of type (0, M) for some M> 1 and for every 
u E (0, x) such that A + B is not closed. 
Remarks. (i) It follows from Da Prato and Grisvard [4] that 
D,(8,2) # O,.(e, 2) and D,(B, 2) # D&t?, 2) for every 8 E (0, 1). 
(ii) It follows from Dore and Venni [S] that both A”’ and BiS are not 
uniformly bounded on [ - 1, 11. 
3. Toots 
We recall the notion of spectral family of projections in a Hilbert 
space H Cl, 61. 
DEFINITION. A spectral family of projections in H is a uniformly 
bounded projection-valued function F: Iw -+ B(H) (the algebra of bounded 
linear operators in H) such that: 
(i) F is right-continuous on [w in the strong operator topology, 
(ii) F has a strong left-hand limit at each SE [w, 
(iii) F(s) F(t) = F(t) F(s) = F(s) for s < t, 
(iv) F(s) +O (resp. F(s) + I) in the strong operator topology as 
s+ --co (resp. as s--* +cc). 
If there is a compact interval [a, b] such that F(s) =0 for s < a and 
F(s) = Z for s > b, then we say that F is concentrated on [a, b]. Following 
[ 1,6], if F is a spectral family concentrated on [a, b], each complex- 
valued function f E C[a, b] n BV[a, b] defines a bounded operator A in H 
(BV stands for bounded variation): 
Ax = I f(l) dF(~)x, XEH, (3.1) Ca.bl 
by means of convergence of Riemann-Stieltjes ums. Moreover the norm of 
A can be estimated by 
where 
IIAII < If(b)1 + (If(a)I + VarCf; [a, 611). lllf’III, (3.2) 
Ill f’lll := ;y; IIFU)ll. (3.3) 
58O/mJ/2-13 
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If F is concentrated on [O, co) and f E C[O, co)n BV[O, co), then 
s-lim in H”sat~d& f(A) dF@) exists. This limit defines a bounded operator A 
IlAll G If(~)I + (If( +VarCf; CO, ~11). lllJ’ll19 (3.4) 
where ~~~F;1~~ is defined by (3.3) and f (co) = lim, _ co f(A) which exists since 
f~Bv[O,co). 
Iff, gEC[O, co)nBV[O, 00) and 
Ax= 
5 f(~)W~)x, Bx= g(l) dfV)x, x E K C0.m) s CO,m) 
then (A + B)x = j [0,00)(f(lZ)+g(;l))~F(~)~. 
If moreover f. g E BV[O, oo), then 
ABx = BAx = 
f f(l) g(A)Wl)x. CO.'=) 
If f(l)#O, for every 120 and A~f(l)-l belongs to BV[O, cc), then 
Oep(A) and 
A-lx= I f(A)-' dF(l)x. CO>~) 
For the construction of a spectral family in e’(N) which is not a spectral 
measure, we shall use, as in [ 11, a conditional basis which can be found 
in Singer [lo]. For the sake of completeness, we give it here explicitly. 
Conditional Bases in e’( N ). The sequences (f,}, a I and (h, >” > I in 
e2( N ) defined by 
f2+-=eeznp1 + ? ai-.+le2i, f2n = e2,, (n = 1, 2, . ..) (3.5) 
i=n 
h-1 =e2n-,, hn= - i ai--n+le2i-l+e2n, (n = 1, 2, . ..). (3.6) 
i=l 
where (en>,, , is the canonical basis of L”(N) and a, >, 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
cc, ja,? < co, X7= 1 aj = +cc (e.g., one can take a, = l/n log(n + 1)) are 
biorthogonal conditional bases of e2( N ). Defining P, E B(l’( N )) by 
P,x=(x, Mfn, xEe2(N), n= 1,2, . ..) 
where (., .) is the scalar product, then each P, is a projection with P, P, = 0 
for m #n satisfying 
lim i Pjx=x, XEd2(N). (3.7) n-m. 
J=l 
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Moreover 
sup i P, =co. 
II II j=l 
(3.8) 
For the proofs of (3.7)-(3.8), see Singer [lo]. 
4. EXAMPLE A 
We construct an example of a positive operator A in a Hilbert space H 
such that the imaginary powers AiS are not bounded for SE (w\(O), 
although A is of type (0, M) for some M > 1 and for every o E (0, rc). 
In order to do that, we construct the operator A on a Hilbert product. 
Let {Hky II. IlklkcL be a family of complex Hilbert spaces. Let (H, 11. (I ) 
be the Hilbert product 
x = txkh xk E Hk, b-ii* = 1 lixkll: < 00 . 
ksH 
The family (Ak}kcz of bounded operators on Hk, defines the following 
closed densely defined operator A on H: 
D(A) := 
i 
x=bk),x,EHk, 1 IIAkxkil;< CC 
ksB 
(Ax),:= A,x,, keH for x=(x~)ED(A). 
(4.1) 
Moreover A is bounded if and only if Sup,, H 11 Akll k < co and if this is 
the case IIAII = SUPkcZ llbil. 
We say that the family of positive operators {A,},, L satisfies 
Property (P) if: 
(ii) for every 8 E [0, n), there is M(8) independent of k, such that 
I/(Z+zA,)-‘Il,dM(8) for every kEZ and every ZEZ~. 
We have 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (Ak}ksZ be a family of bounded positive operators on 
Hk, k E Z, satisfying Property (P). Then there exists M2 1, such that the 
operator A defined by (4.1), is of type (w, M) for every u E (0, II). 
Moreover if N(A) = {0), then for every x = (xk)eD(A) n R(A), and 
SE R\(O), we have x,ED(A,)nR(A,) and (A’“x),= (Ak)jSxk, kEZ. 
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ProojI (i) Let z E C\( - 00, 0] and let 19 = arg z. Let y = (yk) E H. Since 
A satisfies Property (P), -z- ’ 4 a(A,) and there exists xk E Hi, k E B such 
that 
v+ ZAk)Xk = Yk, kEE. 
Since llxkll GW@IIykllk, we have x=(xd~W4) and llxll <M(B)llyll. 
Moreover since N(Z+ zA,) = {0}, we have N(Z+ zA) = {0}, --z-l E P(A), 
and l)(Z+zA)-'[I <M(0). This implies that A is of type (w, M) with 
M = M(O), for every 0 E (0,n). 
(ii) Assume N(A) = {0}, then N(A,)= (0) for every kE Z. Let 
x = (xk) E D(A) n R(A). Then clearly, xk E D(A,) = Hk. Since x = Ay for 
some y E D(A), we have xk = Ak y,, hence xk E R(A,). Therefore A’“x and 
(Ak)jsxk are well-defined by (2.1), for PER\. Since ((Z+tA)-lx),= 
(I+ fAJIXk, f > 0, x = (xk) E H, we obtain (A’“x)~ = (Ak)is~k, k E Z. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 1 
Next, we construct a family of bounded positive operators {Aklks z in 
e’(N), such that OEP(A~) and satisfying Property (P). Notice that the 
imaginary powers A i, SE R, are then bounded. We give a necessary 
condition for sup, E z /lA~ll to be finite for some SE R\(O). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let {f,},, 1 be a (Schauder) basis of e2( N ) with corre- 
sponding projections {P, } n 2 , . 
Let F: IR + B(/‘(N)) be fhe spectralfamily concentrated on [0, i] defined 
by 
F(l)=0 for 1<1/2 
F(1)= i Pk 
n+l 
for 2% 1 <n+2 for n = 1, 2, . . . 
k=l 
F(il)=Z for il31. 
Then for every k E Z and every x E 8 2( N ) 
A,X= 
s 
ekL dF(l)x is well-defined 
co.11 
and 
(i) The family of operators (Ak}ksZ satisfies Property (P) and 
oEp(Ak), kEZ. 
(ii) For every SE R, the imaginary power At is bounded and 
AEx=jco,,, eCFka dF(1) x, x~e’(N), kEZ. Moreover A2=AikS. 
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(iii) Iffir SOME se R\(O), supkeL IlAfi[ < 00, then the basis if,>,,, 
is unconditional. 
(iv) Zf the basis {f,}nrl is unconditional, then for all SE R, 
SUPkaZ II43 < 03. 
Proof. (i) For every ke Z, the function A ~--rexp{kl} is continuous, 
bounded, increasing, hence of bounded variation on [0, 1 J. Therefore Ak is 
well-defined and bounded on e’(N), as well as A; lx. Moreover A, = AT. 
Let z~@\(cc,O] and 8=argz. Then the function L-,a(&k,z):= 
(1 + z exp(kA))-’ is continuous, bounded, and of bounded variation on 
[0, 11. Indeed 11 +ze”“l-‘= 11 + )~[e~‘e~‘I-~, then la(A; z, z)l <m,(Q) 
where 
i 
1 
ml(e) d 
when O< (01 <g 
1 
sin 181 
when (B( > :. 
Moreover 
lz( &%nk1i. 
dL< a: 
lzl e(sknk)l 
= la((sign k)L, 1, z)12 s o 11 + 1~1 ,ie e(signk)~l* 
dt 
6 
11 + tew12 = m,(e) 
with 
if e=o 
if oqej <‘It. 
Let M(B)=m,(8)+(m,(8)+m2(B)).IIIFJII. We observe that M(-8)=M(e) 
and M(B) increases on 0 d 8 < 7~. 
Therefore - z - ’ Ep(Ak) and JI(Z+zA,)-‘11 QI4(@, which implies that 
the family (A,},,, satisfies Property (P). 
(ii) Let b(R; k, s) := exp(iskl) for 1 E [0, I], ke Z, and SE R. Then 
Ib(i; k, s)[ < 1 and 
Var 6(1;k,s)=/i I$(&k,s)ldL=lskj. 
2.E co. 02) 
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Hence J c0, 1 3 elskrl IIF defines a bounded operator Ck,b in e’(N) for every 
s E R and k E Z. For x = (xJ E coo (finite sequences in e”(N)), we have 
Ck,xx = i exp(iskl)P,x for some tn E N depending on x. 
I= -In 
By using the Dunford integral for the imaginary power Aix, we obtain 
= c&&. 
Since both At and Ck,s are bounded on e*(N) and coo is dense in e*(N), 
we have CRbr= A;. We also have A: = AtkS. 
(iii) If SupkpZ IlAPll <co for some ~ER\{O}, then SupksZ llA?ll 
c co and without loss of generality, we may assume s > 0. We also have 
Aik” = (Ay)k. By using a result of Nagy [8, 111, there exists an equivalent 
hilberlhn norm 111. ])Ion H such lhal /j)~If’~))) = 1, for every k E Z. (Take, e.g., 
lllxljl = Lim,, m llAFx[l 2)1/2 where Lim is a Banach limit in M) Then A: 
is unitary in (H, III. 111) and {f } n na, are eigenvectors corresponding to the 
eigenvalues 
k=e IS nl(n f 1) 7 n=l,2 ,’ .**. 
Then for m, n > s/275 m # n, we have P, # P,. Therefore (m}, ,s,2n is an 
orthogonal syslem in (H, jli. \I\), hence ffnj,,&, is an unconditional basis in 
(K III. III 1 and also in (K II. II h 
(iv) Suppose the basis {f,}, aI is unconditional. By using a 
characterization of unconditional bases, see, e.g., [lo, Theorem 17.1.61, 
there exits a constant C> D such that )j~;‘=, a,jjj) < c//C:=~ )~~j,f,jj for 
every n E fV and every finite scalar sequence {ai}. 
For x E H, (the linear dense subspace spanned by {f,, ln a , ), k E Z, s E R, 
we have A~Jx=C,aI exp( isk n/in + I ))P,x, the sum js finite. Hence 
llA;k”Xll G CIIZ,,I lexp(isk nl(n + 1 ))I P,xll = C Ilxll. Then llA{“ll 6 C. I 
After these preparations, we can easily construct the operator A. 
Comfrucfio~~ vf A. Ler H* = L,(N), k E I!, and let {f,,fna, be a condi- 
tional basis of P(N), for example, the basis defined in (3.5). Define A, like 
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in Lemma 4.2, then for every s E R\(O), SupAEZ llAfll= a. Then define the 
operator A, like in Lemma 4.1. The operator A is of type (.w, hf) for some 
M > 1 and for every w E (0, n). Moreover for s E R\(O), A’” cannot be 
bounded, otherwlse Sup,, z \\A;\\ would be finite. Therefore the operator A 
satisfies all the required properties. 
5. EXAMPLE B 
In this section, we construct an example of two resolvent commuting, 
closed operators A and B, in a Hilbert space W such that A and B are of 
type (0, M) for some M> 1 and every o E (0, IC), with A + B not closed. 
Let H= t2(N), (fn}nP 1 be a (Schauder) basis in k’*(N), and (P,},31 be 
the associated projections. 
We shall denote by H, the linear dense subspace spanned by (fn) n b 1, 
Let F: R + B(H) be the spectral family defined by 
F(1) = 0 for 1~1 
111 
F(I)= 1 P,, where [A] denotes the greatest integer < A. 
k=l 
We define IllFIll = SUP, 20 11~(;1)11~ ~0. 
LEMMA5.1. LetH,H,,andFbeasabove.Leth:[O,oO)+[I,m)bea 
continuous and increasing fktion. For any x E Ho, let 
T,x= f h(n) P,x, (the sum is finite ). (5.1) 
n= I 
Then, for every 8 E ( - 7t, z), there exists M(B) > 0 such that for every 
z E x0, I + zT, is a bijection in H, and 
II(I+~To)-~~II ~M(~~llxll holds for every x F H,. (5.2) 
Moreover T, is closable and its closure T is of type (01, M) for some 
M > 1, for euery w E (0, n) and satisfies 0 E p(T). 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. (i) Proof of (5.2). For every z E C\( - a~, O], we 
define S,x=C,“=, (l/(1 +~h(tz))) P,x, XE H,,. We get (I+zT,)S,= 
So(Z+ zT,) = I,,. The spectral representation of S, is given by 
SoX= j 
~0,~) 1 + fh(2) dF(‘)x’ xE Ho. 
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By using (3.4), we have 
“sax” G ( 1 1 11 +zh(co)) + 11 +zh(O)J Ill~llI~~~~[~+j~(~~].lll~lll) lI4 ? 
for every XEH~, h(co) =lim,,, h(A)=sup,., h(A), which may be infinite. 
Then we get (5.2). 
(ii) Closure of To. It is known, see, e.g., [4], that (5.2) implies that 
To is closable and that its closure T satisfies the same inequality. For the 
sake of completeness, we prove that To is closable. 
Let x, E Ho be such that x, --) 0 and T,x, + y for some y E iY. We have 
to prove y=O. Let VEZZ~, then for t>O, we have J/x, +tv]J < 
MIlx, + tv + rZ’,(x, + tv)ll and IItvll < Mll(t(u + u) + t27’ov)[l by taking the 
limit. Hence )lvll <Mllx+y+tT,ul( and ((u)I <Ml)u+y(l by letting tJOfor 
every v E Ho. Since Z-Z0 is dense in H, y = 0. 
(iii) Type of T. From (5.2), we get )lvll <M(B) /‘(I+ zT) yll for every 
ye&T) and ZEC~, which implies that Z+zT is injective and that 
R(Z+zT) is closed, hence R(Z+ zT) 3 K= H. Therefore z-l EP(T) and 
II(Z+ zT)-‘x(1 <M(B) IIx(J holds for every x E H. 
(iv) Oep(T). Let L,x=C,“=, (l/Zz(n))P,x for xeHo. Lo is the 
inverse of To. By using (3.4), we get 
Then Lo is bounded and densily defined. This implies that the closure of Lo 
is the inverse of T. 1 
Next, we consider properties of two operators A0 and B. of the form 
given by Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let f and g be two continuous, increasing functions from 
[0, co) into [ 1, co). Let A, and B, be the corresponding operators in Ho 
defined by 
A,x= f f(n) P”X and BOX = f g(n) P,x, for every x E Ho. 
PI=, ?I=, 
Let A and B be their closure in H. 
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Then, we have: 
(i) &(A0 + Z&J-’ = (A, + Z&-l& on Ho; 
(ii) A and B are resolvent commuting; 
-_ 
(iii) A + B is closable and A -t B = A0 + BO. 
Proof. (i) We have A&x = E.,f(n)PJ (Cm dm)Lx) = 
Cf(n) g(n)P,x= B0A,x for every XE ZZ,,. Since A0 + B, is a bijection on 
H,, it follows that A0 and (A, + B,)-’ commute. 
(ii) As is well known, it suffices to prove (Z-i-A)-‘(I+ B)-‘= 
(I+ B)-‘(ISA)-‘. But this is a consequence of the commutativity of 
(Z+ A,)-* and (f+ Bo)-’ on ZZ, together with their boundedness. 
(iii) First we prove that A + B is closable. Let x,ED(A) n D(B) be 
such that x, --+ 0 and y, := (A + B)x, --, y with y E ZZ. Then 
Hence (I+ A)-‘(I+ B)-‘y =O, and y = 0. 
Since the closure of A, + B, is contained in the closure of A + B, ~ - 
we only have to prove A + Bc A0 + B,, or A + B c A0 + B,. Let 
x E D(A) n D(B) = D(A + B). Then there are two sequences x,, XL -+ .X and 
Aox, + Ax and B,xi, -+ Bx. Set h, = XL - x,,. We have 
x~=(A~+B,,-~(A,,~,+B~~~)-B,,(A~+B,)-’~, (5.3) 
by using part (i). Since (A, + B,) - i is bounded by Lemma 5.1, we obtain 
that the sequence BO(A, + B,)-‘h, converges to some DE ZZ. Moreover 
(A,, + B,)- ‘h, + 0, then u = 0 since B, is closable by Lemma 5.1. Rewriting 
(5.3), we get 
(A, + B&x, + B,(Ao + B,)-‘h,) = Aox, -t Box:, 
which implies by passing to the limit 
x~fl(A,+B,) and (A,,+ B,)x= Ax+ Bx. 1 
Now we give a lemma which characterizes the closedness of A + B. 
bMMA 5.3. Let the operators A and B be defined as in Lemma 5.2. Then 
A + B is not closed if and only if there exists a sequence x, in H, such that 
II&II d 1 and SupIIA,(A,+ B,)-lx,lj = co. (5.4) 
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Proof: (i) Let E=D(A)nD(B). We define two norms on E: 
II-4 1 := Ml + Wll + IIWI and Il4lz = Ilxll + II@ + Wdl, x E E. 
Clearly llxllz 6 l/xl/, , for x E E. Since A and B are closed, E is complete with 
respect to the norm (I. II i. Moreover E is complete with respect to )I. [I z if 
and only if A + B is closed, By using the open mapping theorem (for one 
implication), one has A + B is closed if and only if there exists C > 0 such 
that 
for every x E E. (5.5) 
(ii) Let X,E H, be such that llxnll < 1 and y, = (A, + B&lx, with 
SUP, z I llAoynll = +co. Then (5.5) cannot hold. Indeed, we have 
IIYnll2= IIYnll + lIv,+~o)y,ll 
= II(&+&,-‘xnll + Ilxnll < lI(A,+B,)-‘II + 1 
and 
II Y”ll 12 ll&Ynll which is unbounded. 
Hence A + B is not closed. 
(iii) Assume C, = Sup{ lIAo(Ao + B,)-‘~41, II yll < 1, y E Ho} < ~0. BY 
triangular inequality, there is C,>O such that 
Il4J(~o+&x’Yll <Cc,IJYlI, for every y E Ho. 
Then if x = (A, + B,) y, we have 
IIYII 1 = IIYII + II&YlI +&yll 
= ll~ll+ lA,&+~o)-‘4l+ II&,(Ao+Bo)-‘XII 
~llYll+~~~+~,~ll~ll~~~+~A+~B~IIYll2, for every y E H, 
Then the norms II. (I I and (I. II2 are equivalent on H,. Observe that 
Ho= D(A, + B,) which is dense in D(A, + B,) with respect to the norm 
llxll 3 := jlxll + )I (A,, + &,)xll, x E D(A, + B,). Notice that E= D(A + B) c 
D(A,, + B,) = D(A + B). Hence Ho is dense on E with respect o 11. 113. For 
x E E, there exists xti EH~ such that 1(x-xx,IJj + 0 and /Jx[(~ = 
lim,, LD Ilx,l13 = lim, + m \lx,\lt = Ilxjlz, by using the continuity of I] _ \I2 on 
E. It follows that the norms II. I(, and (I.11 2 are equivalent on E. 1 
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Construction of the Example B. It is enough to choose A and B as in 
Lemma 5.1 and 5.2 such that condition (5.4) of Lemma 5.3 is satisfied, i.e., 
to find two functions f and g as in Lemma 5.1 such that 
= cc. (5.6) 
We show that this is possible. 
First we choose for { f,, } n a I the conditional basis of example (3.5) which 
satisfies 
sup f P,, =+cc 
lTl>l (I II n=l 
If we impose the following conditions on f and g, 
f(n) l/4 for n odd 
f(n) + s(n)= 3/4 for n even 
then Ci'Zl (f(n)l(f(n)+g(n)))P,x= (1/4)Ci’E, P,x+(l/2)Z’=, P2,,x, 
which satisfies (5.6). 
Finally, we give one possible choice of functions f and g satisfying the 
hypothesis of Lemma 5.1 and condition (5.7). 
Set h(t) = l/2 + l/4 cos(nt), t 3 0. 
We construct f and g by induction: 
f(O)=3 and g(0) = 1. 
Suppose we know the functions between [0, 2n], n = 0, 1, 2, . . . then we 
define for t E (2n, 2n + 1 ] 
f(t)=fW) and g(t) =fP) 
and for tE(2n+ 1, 2n+21 
S(t) = g(2n + 1) & and g(t) = g(2n + 1). 
Then, f, g are continuous on [0, CXJ), nondecreasing, not less than one with 
f(tMf(t) + g(t)) = h(t). I 
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